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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  GILES, Janice (Holt), 1905-1979
342  1960-1974

Letters (25) written by Mrs. Giles, an
author of Knifley, Adair County, Kentucky, to her
friends, Joe Covington and Mitchell Leichhardt,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, relating much about
her writings.

1 folder.  25 items.  Originals.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Authors and publishers
Authorship
Barren River – Travel, 1962
The Believers – Comments about, 1967
G. I. Journal of Sergeant Giles – Comments about, 1964
Johnny Osage – Comments about, 1960
Knifley – Adair County
Leichhardt, Maxwell Mitchell, b. 1923
Politics – U.S. and Ky., 1960
Run Me a River – Comments about, 1962, 1964
Savannah – Comments about, 1961
Shady Grove – Comments about, 1967
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